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About This Game

EARLY ACCESS GAME

This is an Early Access Game. It is unfinished and subject to change during development.

Cooperative Multiplayer Mode Now Live!

Core Set Now Live!

Build your deck and face the Dark Forces of Sauron either alone in Single Player or with a friend in Cooperative Multiplayer!

Battle spiders, orcs, Ringwraiths, and more as you journey through Middle-earth, earning cards and devising new tactics along
the way. In The Lord of the Rings: Living Card Game, players lead their own fellowship of heroes through immersive quests,
each with its own unique narrative and challenges. Traverse the dark forests of Mirkwood, brave the flames of Mordor, plumb

the depths of Moria, and protect the Free Peoples of Middle-earth from the oppressive and all-seeing Eye of Sauron. Ready
your weapons, gather your heroes, and create your own story.

KEY FEATURES

Inspired by the hit Fantasy Flight LCG® The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game
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The Lord of the Rings: Living Card Game adapts the strategic gameplay of Fantasy Flight Games’ award-winning Living
Card Game to create an all-new, never-before-seen experience unique to digital platforms.

Construct your Deck
With numerous cards available day one and more on the way, decks in The Lord of the Rings: Living Card Game are
fully customizable. Build the perfect deck to topple your foes.

Assemble your Heroes 
Lead a team of up to three heroes through five distinct quests, with many more to come.

Play alone or with a friend 
Enjoy this narrative experience either solo or join a friend to confront Sauron and his minions together in cooperative
multiplayer mode.

CORE SET CONTENT

Valor Points: 8,000
Valor Points are earned through play and used to unlock player cards from the Vault. Future cosmetics will also be unlockable

via Valor Points.

Full Game Campaign:
The Shadow’s Reach

A full five quest campaign where players gather to find Bilbo Baggins, who has gone missing in the infamous Forest of
Mirkwood.

Bonus Encounter:
The King of Carrion

An especially challenging bonus quest where players search the wintry north for an ancient evil.

Core Set owners will have access to all future free bonus encounters.

Core Set owners will have access to all current and future Vault cards that they can unlock using Valor Points.

Player Cards Included:
Heroes

Aragorn

Arwen

Gimli

Tom Took

Cards

Advance Warning

Warrior Sword
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Feint

Gaining Strength

Galadhon Archer

Gandalf

Guard of the Citadel

Imladris Caregiver

Ithilien Lookout

Mithrandir’s Advice

Round Shield

Self Preservation

Sneak Attack

Veteran Axehand

Warden of Annuminas

A Watchful Peace

Favor of the Lady

Secret Paths

Wandering Took

Woodland Courier

Rohirrim Lancer

Dunedain Gift

Dwarven Axe

Longbeard Mapmaker

Man of Dale

Common Cause

Careful Planning

Rhovanion Outrider

Unexpected Courage

Beorn’s Hospitality
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Spike Trap

Spear Wall

Favor of the Valar

Erebor Watchman

Hero Packs:
Prince of Mirkwood

Hero: Legolas

Bow of the Galadhrim

Quicker than Sight

The Tree People

Silvan Tracker

Shieldmaiden of Rhohan

Hero: Eowyn

Escort from Edoras

Sterner than Steel

Houses of Healing

Shield of Rohan

Steadfast Companion

Hero: Dwalin

Will of Steel

Khazad ai-menu

Erebor Record Keeper

Get the Orcs!

Rangers of Gondor

Hero: Faramir

Gondorian Shield
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Mablung

Well-prepared

Ranger Spear

Cosmetics:
Sauron Card Backs:

Classic

Digital

Player Card Backs:

Classic

Digital

Avatars:

Aragorn

Arwen

Gimli

Tom Took

Legolas

Faramir

Eowyn

Dwalin

Frodo

Eye of Sauron

One Ring

Play Frames:

One Ring
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Title: The Lord of the Rings: Living Card Game
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Fantasy Flight Interactive
Publisher:
Asmodee Digital
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese
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Wonderful game. I enjoy playing this alone to relax. You can build some very fun decks and you really have to think to
succeed.. Firstly, although this game is somewhat altered (simplified) from the physical LCG, I would like to start by saying
that, mechanistically, this is an excellent and fun game.

However - and I appreciate this is still early access - the game is completely undermined by the client software. Functionally, it
runs very poorly, with severe lag and frame drops, with very bad responsiveness - often having to click on cards multiple times
to get any response, sometime leading to the wrong actions being taken. Secondly, for reasons unknown in a PvE game, a
continuous connection to the game servers is required, and if this is lost your game ends and you are dumped back to the main
menu.

For both these reasons, and various unexplained softlocks, I was unable to even complete the tutorial quests.

Of course, much of this may be fixed once it comes out of early access. But fundamentally the client UI design is poorly thought
through, with basic functionality like having to right-click to view card details so far behind the kind of experience you expect
from modern games. Secondly, the always-online requirement is an incredibly poor design decision.

So, overall, a faithful adaptation of an extremely enjoyable LCG sadly completely undermined by a dated and unresponsive
client framework that needs to be sent back to the firey pits from whence it was forged.. I love LOTR world, also the physical
LCG card games from FFG. They make a digital game, I saw it and I had a doubt on it. Now I'm playing 2 tutorial quests and I
think they did a good job. Artworks still the best, LOTR world immerse, good AI and I realy love the voice acting for every
quest and also in game.
Worth a try from LOTR fans or physical fans of the game.. I still don't understand why the game doesn't follow the Tabletop
rules, why the devs decided to make a dumb down version of an amazing game. So much wasted potential.
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Nonetheless it's still a great game worth your time and money, but it's definitely not as good as the original card game.. I
appreciate the adaptation of the rule set of the actual card game because it's frankly beyond my patience. I also appreciate the
difficulty level scaling because again, the way FFG\/FFI wants me to play the game is beyond my patience. What I want is a
narrative card adventure set in the LotR universe with familiar characters and lore that isn't gonna bait me to grind or spend
money for better cards, but I *will* spend money on more story. I appreciate the artwork and the writing and the voice acting so
much. It's very involving, much better than my gaming groups reading of the card text. That's what I'm paying for. A better
interpretation of the game than I can do. But don't turn it into a cash grab.. Very enjoyable game with a lot of unique mechanics.
This is the best PvE card game I've played, and the co-op mode is a blast. The amount of deck-building synergy you can design
with other players is great.

The developers are very open about their work, and monitor feedback closely. As of the time of this review, they do regular live
streams showcasing what they've been working on, and responding to player feedback.

If these things sound interesting, I would recommend you try it.. I used to play a lot of table top LOTR LCG, but in the end I
was having trouble with the availability of certain expansion packs and with catching up.

As for the digital version, I believe it is a fair adaptation and as much fun as the original. I really appreciate the dev's support
and clear communication about the future development. It is important as I tend to get invested in these types of games quite
heavily and hope that the support will continue.

All in all, it's just the beginning and a great start of an adventure! :)
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